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The genesis of this exhibition was my desire to find a  way that my cultural heritage 
informs how I see myself as an Australian.  This was through art. This desire is no 

doubt common to many  migrants. There is, however, a significant difference in the 
experience of those of us from Asia and those of us from Europe.  Our experience is 

undeniably outside the cultural framework for most Australians.  

The reflective nature of art enables us to  better understand our own lives  as well as 
that of people who have gone before. This exhibition encompasses the experience 
of the new Chinese immigrants as well as those whose connection to Australian is 

as old as  that of any European Australians. Sadly both journeys are seldom 
recognized or truly celebrated  by the wider community.

I wanted to discover why it was that there was so little work from Australian artists 
of Chinese heritage available in the Australian public and private galleries. Given 
the prominence of Chinese Australians in business,  and the importance of the 
economic ties between China and Australia, it seemed both a challenge and an 

obligation.

The result is “Chinese Australia”.  In curating this exhibition, Venita Poblocki has 
taken up the challenge and with it, has unraveled a story of artists with a Chinese 
connection. These remarkable stories can be appreciated in Chinese Australia 1 

and  a subsequent  exhibition later this year.

This is the first exhibition to be held under the auspices of the Australia China Art 
Foundation. I founded this organization to promote contemporary art exchange 

between Australia and China and to facilitate movement of artists between our two 
regions. Our aim is to promote cultural understanding through support of emerging 
artists and curated exhibitions that reflect the active currents in artists’ responses to 

our world.

I hope that you will join us in this endeavor.

Yashian Schauble
Founding Director
Ausin Tung Gallery

Founder/Executive Director
Australia China Art Foundation
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although often a result of survival tactics at 
the time, the potential for long term fallout is 
planted.  For me this raised many questions 
about the generations of Chinese in Australia 
and what their individual experiences are.  A 
partnership developed when I met Yashian 
Schauble, founder of the Australia Chinese 
Art Foundation, who was seeking to hold an 
exhibition showcasing the immense diversity 
and talent of Chinese Australian artists.  From 
this meeting, and the enthusiasm of the artists 
to share their own experiences, the need for 
this exhibition became evident and was able 
to come into fruition through the foresight and 
support of ACAF.

Chinese Australia provides artists who 
have immigrated to Australia from China to 
contemplate issues borne of their personal 
journeys and their immersion into a completely 
alien culture and socio-political ecosphere.  
Psychologically and physically how do these 
artists place themselves within a Western 
culture and traverse their experiences of 
cultural duality, and what has come of this, 
both negative and positive?  The exhibition 
also considers the experiences of artists who 
are “Australian Born Chinese” and those with 
Chinese lineage living in Australia and how 
they approach their heritage in a pursuit to 
piece together the self.  

The eleven artists selected for the exhibition 
intentionally span a spectrum of generations 
and therefore work from an authority of varied 
life experiences.  Some grew up in China 
during Mao Zedong’s military enforced Great 
Proletarian Cultural Revolution. They risked 
their safety creating art that did not conform 
to the politically obligatory restrictions of 
production that condemned “individual artistic 
expression as counter-revolutionary bourgeois 

ow the sense of self is shaped by cultural 
heritage has always been of personal 

interest to me.  I am Australian born of a father 
with Polish lineage and a mother who is half 
Chinese, a quarter Scottish and a quarter Irish.  
I have a first name that has Latin derivatives 
and a Polish surname.  I am constantly asked 
where I’m from or what my background is; 
which I do enjoy answering.  However, since I 
was young, these questions as to who I am have 
ingrained in me a desire to understand what it 
means to be Australian, what designates one 
“Australian”, what is “an Australian woman”, 
and perhaps it also placed a slight question 
mark over where other people place me.  I 
can only imagine what this must have been 
like for my Chinese maternal grandmother 
(born 1912) growing up in Ballarat during the 
White Australia Policy. The reason I can only 
imagine is that she only spoke of the glorified 
highlights, no doubt embellished by nostalgia 
and for the sake of storytelling.  Other than 
that there were large gaps and silence. It’s a 
very common response. Silence. 

When speaking to artist Robin Eley, who is 
also of Eurasian descent, we discovered (quite 
ashamedly) we had a commonality in knowing 
little of our Chinese background. Largely 
unacknowledged, it is at risk of becoming 
exactly that, a back-groundⅰ , only brought 
to the fore when people enquire prompted 
by your physical appearance.  However your 
background never actually goes away and nor 
should it; it is at the forefront in numerous ways.  
Meeting with artist Lindy Lee we discussed our 
own experiences with the deliberate eliding 
of, and omissions within, family histories; 

by curator Venita Poblocki
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ness’ as a position of power”ⅲ .  Choosing to 
photograph Tom Cho, author of Look Who’s 
Morphing, was a deliberate choice.  When we 
look at Tom’s face we are confronted by the 
pink ooze penetrating the surface and running 
down his cheek.  Superficially it represents 
a scar or open wound but is also indicative 
of something below the surface.  For Leong, 
the individual is not a static identity and has 
the ability to transform and morph, while the 
skin is a permeable layer rendering our inner 
identities in a continual state of flux.  

Cyrus Tang’s video Memento Mori (one 
translation from Latin is “remember you must 
die”) also explores the identity contained within 
the face.  To create her work, she chooses 
to use un-fired clay casts of a multitude of 
faces.   The colourless faces slowly submerge 
and begin to erode into a liquid until they are 
reduced to the original grey matter, then they 
form again and reemerge as another face and 
the cycle is repeated.  Through this means, 
Tang’s hypnotic video also addresses the 
concept of reinvention and rebirth within the 
individual.  However, unlike Leong’s work, 
the faces are not easily definable by race 
or sex and therefore tend to morph into one 
to become without their individuality.  There 
is a pensive sadness about Tang’s video, 
a sense of dislocation and loss.  The faces 
continually disappear into the black and their 
re-incarnation is not necessarily a joyous 
moment, as they too are quickly swallowed 
up in the nothingness.  How many times can 
one be reinvented before the self is eliminated 
forever?  Tang’s own experience of moving 
from Hong Kong to Melbourne and the 
resulting sense of displacement is drawn on 
in this work.

garbage”ⅱ  and deemed exhibitions that did 
not propagate the compulsory political ideal, 
and ultimately deify Chairman Mao, strictly 
forbidden.  Some of the artists immigrated 
to Australia avoiding the impact of the Mao-
era and, through their art, have not let their 
heritage become something of the past but 
kept it in the forefront actively negotiating 
issues of the Chinese Diaspora, physical and 
spiritual identity, belonging and cultural “in-
betweeness”, and the notion of home.  Finally, 
the artists of Chinese heritage contemplate 
the issues this raises for them such as the 
cleave created between themselves and their 
ancestry, all the while wearing the obvious 
physical evidence of their racial lineage and 
consider how to bridge this void.

One of these artists is Robin Eley.  His self-
portrait, Bibliography shows his face with 
an averted “soul-searching” gaze painted 
on to a canvas segmented by sharp running 
vertical and horizontal creases.  As a result, 
his face has the appearance of being pieced 
together like a completed puzzle.  However, 
this divided self is painted on an assembled 
foundation of significant texts from both 
China and Australia.  The ten hard covers 
represent what has gone before, documented 
knowledge, and the cultural elements from 
which the artist is built, ultimately representing 
an avenue of knowing.  Retrospectively, Eley 
looks to history contained in iconic texts to 
construct and bolster notions of the self.  On 
the other hand, Owen Leong’s photograph, 
Tom considers the corporeal exterior and the 
way in which it is used by society to frame 
the individual.  Australian-born of Chinese 
parents, Leong sees the face and body as an 
identifier used in post-colonial Australia to 
objectify people as the Other, in a continued 
attempt to maintain a “tenuous grip on ‘white-
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and curator Gao Minglu refers to this as a 
period of “cultural collision between China 
and the West”ⅴ , signifying a time where art 
was loosened from the strictures of political 
control.  

Lindy Lee also confronts notions of division 
within the self.  She once commented on her 
own feeling of “being neither this nor that but 
both”ⅵ ; a dual self.  Through her art practice, 
Lee has traversed through her generations 
to recover elements of her concealed past.  
However, in her artwork, Stealing Bamboo 
Shoots she draws on her spiritual belief and 
the Zen Buddhist practice of ‘flung ink’.  
Performed after meditation, the Ch’an (Zen) 
monks fling ink from a container and the 
marks are the direct result of all the universal 
elemental forces at that very moment in time.  
Stealing Bamboo Shoots is the outcome of Lee 
flinging molten bronze and then positioning the 
seventeen pieces together to form a complete 
circle.  A powerful symbol within Buddhist 
belief, a circle can represent the wheel of life 
that has no beginning and no end, while it also 
signifies that we are all interconnected and 
cannot step outside this.  There is a wonderful 
beauty and resolve in the way Lee has 
collected these individual pieces, snapshots 
of time, and elegantly assembled them to 
create a unified whole… ultimately, greater 
than the sum of its parts.  Radiating from this 
circle is a restfulness and a completion that is 
only achieved through the synergy of all the 
parts functioning together as one.  

Zhong Chen’s painting, Kung Fu 27 is a work 
that recalls Chen’s youth spent practicing kung 
fu.  Thick black lines reminiscent of calligraphic 
strokes form the monk’s body in his poetic 
pose, while the explosions of background 
colour is the chi (energy) created by the rhythm 

Song Ling’s two paintings Beauty and the 
Beast 2 and Beauty and the Beast 3, depict 
women wearing masks concealing their noses 
and mouths.  In these impactful portraits, Ling 
raises the concept of concealment and duality. 
The coverings on these women’s faces change 
their beautiful appearances to mysterious, 
sinister or even ugly; allowing the one person 
to embody multiple identities.  This is not a 
culturally specific notion at all, existing in 
various forms and versions around the world.  
However, given Ling grew up during the Cultural 
Revolution and produced ‘un-authorised’ 
art, hidden identities are not an uncommon 
occurrence.  The mask obscures the mouth 
and we wonder what is not being said.  Are 
the masks deliberate or are the subjects being 
censored?  Is it a reference to the Confucian 
mechanism of hiding one’s thoughts behind a 
blank façade thus resulting in the face itself as 
a type of mask or a reference to the stereotype 
of Asian inscrutability?ⅳ  Moving from China 
to Australia in 1988, Ling paints these works 
drawing on elements from his traditional 
Chinese painting training but meshes them 
with a graphic print-like technique.  The watery 
acrylic runs freely like ink down their faces 
and is contrasted by the geometric dot-matrix 
points which give shape and form to create 
their skin and features.  This choice to use his 
formal training and reference to the current 
technological era serve to create a tension 
within each work, and in this instance, amplify 
the ambiguity about the faces we see before 
us.  Furthermore, as a founding member of 
the significant Pond Society, a radical artistic 
group formed as a response to the Post-Mao 
era and the resulting flood of outside Western 
information and visual stimuli coming in, it 
was not uncommon for artists at this time to 
readily adopt Western stylistic techniques and 
fuse them with the traditional.  Critic, scholar 
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Chonggang Du’s painting Pose is rich in 
symbolism as he seeks to understand his 
position in society though navigating the irony 
contained in both his current and previous 
socio-political environments. He incorporates 
signifiers from Chinese and Western cultures 
to create a direct juxtaposition that asks how 
and through what we are being informed. 
Du considers the lust for material goods 
and consumerism in the West and its usage 
as a method of societal control. In direct 
comparison, Du depicts symbols of the 
strictures and control methods ingrained 
in Chinese societal practice.  This re-
contextualisation of the commonplace from 
both societies prompts a reconsideration of 
the familiar and the foreign.

In a celebration of city life, Pei Pei He’s eight 
meter rice paper scroll, Impressions of City 
Life documents bustling city scenes showing 
people immersed in their daily routines 
amongst the congestion of Melbourne traffic.  
These scrolls encapsulate He’s fascination 
with her energised home while playing an 
important part in documenting snapshots of 
modern life.  Having been taken from city life 
under the Mao regime, she spent eight years 
as a teen working the fields of rural China in an 
attempt to “re-educate” her.  He now eagerly 
embraces what seems mundane about city 
life and creates a kind of instant romantic 
nostalgia.  Monochromatic in appearance, 
she records the scenes with thousands of tiny 
lines meditatively drawn to create what already 
looks like a hazy memory.  Employing the 
traditional method of documenting important 
history on scrolls, He acknowledges the magic 
in our everyday lives, prompting us to not take 
it for granted. 

of the subject and the artist’s own expressive 
gesture as he engages with the canvas.  Even 
for non-practitioners of kung fu, the move 
is immediately recognisable as a martial art.  
Proliferated through Chinese cinema and 
Hollywood, kung fu has become synonymous 
with Chinese culture and philosophies to a 
Western audience.  It represents an influential 
migration of the culture and for many young 
children in Australia watching a Bruce Lee film 
or taking up a martial art is the first time they 
dip their toe into Eastern philosophy.

John Young’s photographic works Manchurian 
Snow Walk and Manchurian Snow Walk 
(Completed) document the significance and 
insignificance of place depending on where 
one is positioned. By walking in a snow forest 
from one tree as a point of origin to eight other 
trees (one at a time) and back, and recording 
each place by looking back at the previous, 
Young brings to the fore how one’s perspective 
confirms the prominence of place given any 
point in time.  Understanding his own migration 
to Australia from Hong Kong incorporated 
elements of chance, Young is concerned with 
the Diaspora of different cultures around the 
world.  This work considers places of origin 
and randomly selected destinations and how 
one’s immersion to a new point changes 
one’s view on the origin and where you are 
now located.  Does the best understanding of 
place come from being in it or looking back at 
it?  Choosing to do this in a changing natural 
environment, he also explores the notion of 
temporality in these moves.  These endless 
shifts in perspective on origin and destination 
are valuable when considering the migrations 
of people around the world and how we 
understand them by where we ourselves are 
posited.
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waterhole or meeting place. It’s a time to 
share stories, discuss issues and engage with 
one another, regardless of culture.  In Zhou’s 
fusion of the two cultures, he represents the 
universal language of hospitality that echoes 
around the world.  How often have Australians 
dined at a Chinese restaurant, what outback 
town does not have a Chinese restaurant in its 
main street, or a major city its very own China-
town?  Hospitality is at the core for all of us 
and is a time-long bridge between cultures. 

Chinese Australia offers a collective narrative 
drawn from firsthand experience that speaks 
to all Australians.  In a time where frightening 
views still remain on immigrants and the 
media perpetuates the degrading term “boat 
people”, Chinese Australia provides a timely 
platform to voice the individual journeys of 
these generations of artists who passionately 
contribute to Australian society and ultimately, 
shape Australian culture. The exhibition 
provides a thread of conversation between 
these generations while encouraging an inter-
cultural dialogue between the artists and their 
audience, aiming to eliminate that silence.  As 
individuals and as a society we need these 
valuable pieces of knowledge, as when placed 
together, the resulting whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts. There should not be silence.

ⅰ Fuller, Andrew, Backgrounds and Repeated Texts, June 2010 
accessed on 10/11/2011 at http://www.placegallery.com.au/2010/
artists/du_chonggang/du_chonggang.htm 
ⅱ Wu, Hung, “The Beginning of Contemporary Art: 1979-84” in 
Contemporary Chinese Art: Primary Documents, Museum Of Modern 
Art, New York, 2010, p. 5
ⅲ BBC Manchester, Man of Milk and Honey, last updated 27/6/2006, 
accessed on 10/11/2011 at http://www.bbc.co.uk/manchester/
content/articles/2006/06/23/230606_owen_leong_feature.shtml 
ⅳ Vine, Richard, New China New Art, Prestel Verlag, Munich, 2008, 
pp. 23 & 26
ⅴ Gao, Minglu, “The ’85 Art Movement” in Contemporary Chinese Art: 
Primary Documents, Wu Hung ed., Museum of Modern Art, New York, 
2010, p. 52
ⅵ Lee, Lindy, Flames from the Dragon’s Pearl, 2009, 23 April 2006 
accessed on 10/11/2011 at http://www.roslynoxley9.com.au/news/
releases/2009/04/23/163/

From the populated streets to the most 
solitary moments, Kordelya Zhansui Chi’s two 
sculptures of scantily-clad women on the toilet 
are candid and indulgent. Good Time Series 
no.1 and Good Time Series no.3 encapsulate 
the most private liberation, where you are left 
to be alone and truly be yourself.  One figure 
smoking and reading a book while reclining 
nonchalantly on a Western style toilet and the 
other figure elegantly perched on a typical 
Shanghai-ese style toilet enjoying a coffee 
and a cigarette.  For the artist, these times 
represent true liberation and peace. There is 
a relaxed sensual confidence in both women 
and a luxurious-ness in their revealing attire 
and ankle boots. This voyeuristic peek is a 
moment most of us have experienced; they are 
not culturally specific but are a universal truth.  
Some things remain the same no matter where 
you call home.

When Zhou Xiaoping arrived in Australia in 1988 
he ended up pursuing an incredible journey.  To 
understand the very heart of Australia, he delved 
into the remote areas to learn the country from 
its indigenous population.  He spent many years 
traveling with Aboriginal elders and prominent 
Aboriginal artists.  They created art together 
and truly engaged in inter-cultural exchange. 
Zhou felt it was the way to understand the 
core of this land. In his installation, Heaven, 
People, Earth a typical round Chinese dining 
table set with bowls and chopsticks. For the 
most part, it’s a recognisable scene from 
any Chinese restaurant in Australia, however 
Zhou has painted the bowls using traditional 
designs he learnt from Johnny Bulunbulun 
in Arnhem Land and the layer of uncooked 
rice covering the table top has concentric 
circles etched into it.  Circles are common in 
Aboriginal art practice being used to signify 
a site of significance such as a campsite, 
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| PEI PEI HE |

| INTERVIEW WITH PEI PEI HE |

[ Impressions of City Life ] 2010
pencil on rice paper scroll
13x800cm

image courtesy of Nellie Castan Gallery and the Artist
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I arrived in Melbourne in the late 1980s. By the 
tremendous span of time and space, my first 
impressions were that it is a great, peaceful, 
free and multi-cultural country, but in same time 
I had to face to many difficult issues, such as 
communication, understanding and involvement 
with the society.

After being here for over 24 years now and 
actively engaged in Australian culture, would 
you say your perception has altered since your 
first impressions back in 1987?

l love the environment here even more, as I have 
grown and have built up a bit more confidence 

What were the reasons behind your immigration 
to Australia from China in 1987?

It had always been a dream. After many years 
of chaos and struggle with the Chinese Cultural 
Revolution, once China opened its door to the 
Western world, I was one of thousands of youth 
yearning for breathing the air outside of China.

What were your first impressions when you 
arrived into a foreign culture and socio-political 
environment? 
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my mind balanced between the crowds and the 
individual, between the chaos and tranquillity, 
between the material world and spiritual world, and 
communicate with my inner voice.

Your scenes are often depicted on rice paper 
scrolls, often associated with the documentation 
of historic texts. Do you see yourself playing 
some sort of role in documenting the history of 
Melbourne?  Can you explain? 

Yes, very much so. When my eyes pay attention 
on the crowds, I notice that among crowds, I am 
a viewer as well as an actor, and I am a part of 
multiculturalism in public spaces. I attempt to 
document these patterns of everyday life where 
space is infinite. I consider the scrolls may 
have capacity for my purpose of depicting the 
endlessness of city life. My scrolls have been 
influenced by traditional Chinese long scrolls 
which magnificently depict all aspects of society 
and everyday life. I have also been influenced by 
two Western documentary movies, one is Berlin: 
Symphony of a Great City by German film director 
Valter Ruttann and another is Man with a Movie 
Camera, by Soviet director Dziga Vertoy, These 
two movies were made in the late 1920s; both are 
in black and white and seem like historical semi-
documentary films. They do not have a story or a 
plot but deep insight into the patterns of living and 
pictures of city life in Berlin and Moscow in the late 
1920s.

Can you briefly comment on your drawing 
included in the exhibition, Chinese Australia?

My drawing brings Western contemporary city life 
into traditional Chinese art form; it means so much 
to me as I have deep Chinese roots and many 
years of Western life experience.

Where is home?

80% Australia 20% China.

since then, I consider myself as part of the multi-
cultural society.

In what ways, technically and thematically, has 
coming to a Western culture informed your art 
practice?

I had an opportunity to study at the Victorian 
College of the Arts; it has opened my mind and led 
me into a new world of art. I realise how much my 
art has changed. I have been exploring, expending 
myself technically and conceptually since then.

Your artwork often depicts the busy street 
scenes of Melbourne, showing crowds of people 
going about their daily business.  What inspires 
you to capture these scenes?

Emotionally, I have always been fascinated by 
the rhythm of the modern city, where all aspects 
of change and movement occur, where the 
spirituality of human beings seems present and 
where a magnificent picture of real life in the urban 
environment takes place. Day by day, month by 
month and year by year, the activities have been 
repeated again and again and will never end. 

In the subject of my art, I have always loved to 
capture the movement of groups of people; my 
passion has immersed me in the city, moving 
around and observing surroundings across the 
seasons.

Your technique of recreating these busy snap 
shots of public life through the repetition of tiny 
black stokes is quite unique.  Why do you choose 
to depict the scenes using this technique?

My new technique of moving images are the sense 
of a city’s spirit, these blurring black stokes reflects 
my new understanding of life. I have come to 
believe that anything in real life will become less 
distinct, and images stored in our memories will 
become blurred by the passing of time. I enjoy 
the meditative process of my art practice, it is a 
way that allows me to focus on stillness and keep 



[ Beauty and the Beast 3 ] 2011
acrylic on canvas, 

140x110cm (Detail)
images courtesy of Niagara Galleries and the Artist

| SONG LING |
| INTERVIEW WITH SONG LING |
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You immigrated to Australia from China in 
1988.  What was your motivation for making 
such a life changing move?

At that time I wanted to get out of China, to see 
the outside world and the art.

What were your first impressions when you 
arrived into a foreign culture and socio-
political environment so different from the 
one you grew up in?

First, I felt that no one could control me 
anymore; there was a relaxed sense of freedom, 
both in social-life and art.

After being here for over 23 years now and 
actively engaged in Australian culture, how 
has your perception altered since your first 
impressions back in 1988?

The biggest change from China to Australia is 
how Australian lifestyle is much more relaxed 
than China’s.

In what ways, technically and thematically, 
has coming to a Western culture informed 
your art practice?

Western art has influenced me a lot.  The most 
important thing is the subjects we choose are 
more free and random, and more easy and 
relaxed, both in technicality and thematically.

In China it is always more serious and heavy.

While in China, you were a founding member 
of the Pond Society, an important artist group 
contributing to the ‘85 New Wave movement 
which was seen to develop as a response 
to rapid socio-political transformations 
and newly found artistic liberation during 
the post-Mao years and also due to the 
information explosion of Western ideas.  



[ Beauty and the Beast 2 ] 2011
acrylic on canvas

140x110cm (Detail)
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Can you comment on your painting included in 
the exhibition, Chinese Australia?

This series of work I want to express a duality of 
the humankind: beauty and ugliness, good and 
evil, loyalty and betrayal, true and false. Beautiful 
girl with an ugly mask; another question is, what is 
behind the mask? 

Where is home?

This question I have asked myself for the past 
twenty years and I still don’t have the answer.  
Maybe I will tell you in the future.

During this time working as an artist, were you 
aware of the significant role you were playing?

This movement was the beginning of Chinese 
contemporary art. After the Cultural Revolution, 
this was the first time when artists in China could 
express themselves, and could paint to express 
their own emotions, instead of a propaganda 
painting. I was in this group that was one of the 
most important groups that were participating in 
the movement. At that time we were young and had 
lots of energy, we felt that to create artworks was 
our responsibility to the public. We are very pure 
and simple minded, we loved art and would even 
die for it.

In Australian art production there seems to be 
an overall relaxed attitude to commenting on 
significant socio-political issues, for example 
the current debate on asylum seekers.  Given 
your historic experience, how do you think 
Australian society would benefit if more of these 
issues were brought to the fore and addressed 
through the visual arts?

Works of art to explore social issues in China are 
much different to the ones in Australia, artists are 
more concerned about expressing their social lives 
in their artworks, but I think most of the people in 
Australia are not interested in it, Australians prefer 
the pleasant things.  Not too dark and heavy.

There is a distinct stylistic change in your 
art now when compared to works produced 
while living in China.  Yet you still manage to 
incorporate your formal Chinese ink wash 
and painting training and draw on elements of 
traditional practices such as Chinese folk art 
and embroidery.   How important is it to you to 
retain this technical approach?

Retaining this Chinese ink technical approach is 
quite important to me.  I still fall in love with ink 
visual effects.  Ink is the spirit of Chinese art.  I 
always believed that retaining their own nation’s 
spirit for an artist is very important.



| ZHOU XIAOPING |

[ Heaven, Earth, People ] 2011
mixed media
170cm diameter (Detail)

| INTERVIEW WITH ZHOU XIAOPING |
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You immigrated to Australia from China in 
1988.  What was your motivation for making 
such a life changing life move?

When I came to Australia in 1988, it was for my 
first solo exhibition in Melbourne. I had no plans 
to immigrate. I was young and I did not expect 
that my visit would be a life-changing experience.

What were your first impressions when you 
arrived into a foreign culture and socio-
political environment so different from the one 
you grew up in?

The contrast between where I grew up and the new 
country I had entered definitely gave me a fresh 
view of the world. The people were friendly and the 
city was beautiful but of course back then there 
was a language barrier that I had to overcome. 

After being here for over 24 years now and 
actively engaged in Australian culture, would 
you say your perception has altered since your 
first impressions back in 1988?

Australia is still largely what I saw many years back, 
the people are still great and the environment is 
still green but what I found alien and wondrous 
back then is now familiar. I feel more a part of the 
community.  
 
In what ways, technically and thematically, has 
coming to a Western culture informed your art 
practice?

I can’t say that I have deviated from my style, [I still 
use] Chinese painting materials, ink and brush. But 
Aboriginal people and culture are the inspiration for 
many of my works, and I find that Western culture 
often differs greatly from Aboriginal culture. 

images courtesy of the Artist
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You have spent a significant amount of your 
time with the Aboriginal people, in particular 
Western Desert artist Jimmy Pike and Arnhem 
Land artist Johnny Bulunbulun, with whom you 
formed a very close relationships.  Many non-
Indigenous Australians have never considered 
or done this in the way that you have.  Why did 
you decide to do dedicate a significant portion 
of your life to this?

Sometimes I asked myself the same question. I 
saw Aboriginal people for the first time in 1988 
in Alice Springs, a month after my exhibition 
in Melbourne. I was surprised and interested 
in them and their artworks. What surprised me 
most was that there weren’t many publications 
about them. “Why?” I asked. Then I found that 
there was so much to learn and discover from 
Aboriginal people and this sparked a life time’s 
interest for me. If you go to Arnhem Land you will 
see it filled with great arts, it is also a wonderful 
nature museum.
   
You gained permission from Bulunbulun to use 
symbolic and technical elements of Aboriginal 
art such as rarrking or cross-hatching in 
your own practice and you incorporate this 
with traditional Chinese brush techniques, 
in which you are trained.   At times this has 
been a contentious decision, with many 
non-indigenous Australians intervening 
believing they are “flying the moral flag” for 
the Aboriginal people when in fact Aboriginal 
activist and academic, Marcia Langton stated, 
“Basically they are saying that traditional 
Aboriginal people are so mentally incompetent 
they could not possibly protect their own 
interests, and they need brave white people to 
protect [them]” .

Can you comment on this?

If artists agree to a collaboration, as in this case 
between Johnny Bulunbulun and me, is that not 
enough permission? Who decided to make these 
issues so sensitive? From 23 years of contact 

experience with Aboriginal people I see that 
there are so many untouchable areas which have 
been created by some non–Aboriginal people. 
In March this year, 2011, I was invited to attend 
an initiation ceremony in Arnhem Land and was 
given permission to document this. Not too 
long ago this would not have been possible.  I 
think we all need to update our knowledge and 
understanding of Aboriginal culture.

From the perspective of someone who has 
spent extensive time is both mainstream 
Australian culture and Australian Aboriginal 
culture, do you see any prevalence of the latter 
in the mainstream Australian culture?

Compared to 20 years ago, we now have more 
people interested in Aboriginal culture. There 
are many publications, shows and exhibitions 
of Aboriginal culture. We also can see the 
Aboriginal culture has been strongly promoted 
overseas. In China, for instance, there was the 
exhibition titled: “Trepang, China & the story of 
Macassan – Aboriginal trade”. Recently it has 
been shown both at the Capital Museum in 
China and at the Melbourne Museum in Australia. 
I have participated as the principal artist in the 
exhibition.

I think that our progress in embracing Aboriginal 
culture has been good.

Can you comment on your installation included 
in the exhibition, Chinese Australia?
 
Because of my Chinese background and close 
relationship with Aboriginal people I have created 
this work from these two cultures. It explores a 
universal concept - Heaven, earth, people.

Where is home?

Home is wherever I am living.

ⅰArmitage, Catherine, “Alliance Built on Ink and Ochre” in The 
Australian, July 21, 2011.
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[ Good Time Series No. 1 ] 2011, mixed material, 57x59x32
image courtesy of the Artist

[ Good Time Series No. 3 ] 2011, mixed material, 65x54x28cm
image courtesy of the Artist
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You immigrated to Australia from China in 1987.  
What was your motivation for making such a life 
changing move?

I traveled a lot around the world when I was younger, 
however Australia seemed to strike a chord. Yes, the  
people were friendly. Yes, the beautiful environment.  
But to me it was a place where I could be myself,  freely 
exploit my artistic talents and enjoy every moment of 
true life and liberty. I also felt that while I was given 
a fairly decent art education in China, particularly in 
terms of the techniques required to create art, I knew 
that if I could grasp an understanding of the Western 
concepts in art, I would be able to create even better 
works that can better express myself.

What were your first impressions when you 
arrived into a foreign culture and socio-political 
environment so different from the one you grew 
up in?

I lived in a forest in China. A forest of concrete 
buildings full of the noise of modern life such as cars, 
trucks, trains and the background of people yelling 
on the street. I fell in love with Australia when I first 
visited here, and immediately indulged my inner self 
with such a beautiful tranquility that I could hardly find 
from the “forest of concrete” which I had lived in.
Australian’s strong connections with the nature 
impressed me the most. As a lover of natural beauty 
I found it was not difficult to get involved and to be 
part of these connections.  Of course it would take 
a bit time to settle down, to adapt to the local living 
style and culture. But thankfully it was a  pleasant and 
easy process. 

After being here for over 24 years now and actively 
engaged in Australian culture, how has your 
perception altered since your first impressions 
back in 1987?

I can’t say if my perception has really changed; I feel 
that it is being reinforced daily.  I still love this country 
very much. 

In what ways, technically and thematically, has 
coming to a Western culture informed your art 
practice?
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Your sculptural series, Good Times and Good 
Evening are very intimate and private moments 
frozen in time, often drawn from personal 
experience.  Thematically they represent quite a 
shift from your paintings.  What inspired you to 
make this thematic change?

I’m not too sure myself. What influences my 
expression is open to anyone’s guess. 

What I can say, is that my art reflects on my inner 
feelings and my thoughts on what life should be about.  
Peace, in particular. However my ultimate inspiration 
is to experience and enjoy the creation of art.  I find 
that the medium is irrelevant, so long as I enjoy the 
process and am happy with the final creation. 

Can you comment on your two sculptures included 
in the exhibition, Chinese Australia?

The Good Times Series represents the freedom of life 
from my perspective. We are born in our own space, 
we live in our space wherever we may be. But we are 
in need of our own space, with in our space we should 
not be judged or criticised - hence the woman sitting 
on the toilet.  As absurd as it may be, it is her ultimate 
space and privacy - possibly true freedom. Though it 
is art, it may be viewed negatively.  Ironically it is her 
space, her time and her privacy that we are invading.

Where is home?

People can be compared to trees - our roots are where 
we are born, we learn to be strong and upright.  My 
roots are, of course, broad in the Chinese soil, but the 
branches spread and the wind blows the leaves in all 
directions.  Now the leaves have arrived in Australia 
and further seeds grow.  As the Chinese proverb says: 
“ Why only drink the water from your hometown, if 
everywhere can be your home!”

ⅰCotter, Holland, “China’s Female Artists Quietly Emerge”, The 
New York Times, July 30, 2008
Xu Hong, Walking Out of the Abyss: My Feminist Critique, 1994 
in Contemporary Chinese Art: Primary Documents, Wu Hung 
ed., The Museum of Modern Art, New York, 2010 p.193

I feel that Western culture pays more attention to the 
artist and their inner value. The artwork focuses more 
on the expressions of the artist, but it can also work in 
favour of the subject as well. 

You majored in plate making in Guangzhou Institute 
of Art.  You have gained renown in Australia 
primarily through your oil paintings that have been 
selected for the Archibald several times; then in 
2006 you began to incorporate sculpture in your 
body of work.  What motivated you to utilise this 
medium?

Even though I chose to study printmaking, we also 
had to learn to use different materials and mediums.  
At the end of the day, I believe that an accomplished 
artist should be able to work within all mediums. That’s 
also the challenge of being an artist, something which 
I cherish.  Different mediums allow me to express 
myself differently, and sculptures happened to be my 
calling.  I also enjoy experimenting with many forms of 
materials and mediums in my own time, being unsure 
of the results but that is what art is all about, pushing 
my own boundaries.  These different mediums have 
brought me to the path which I now cherish and have 
now become my calling.
 
It has been widely commented the Chinese art 
industry has been dominated by men.  Importantly, 
exhibitions such as World of Female Artists (1990) 
have been crucial in bringing to the fore the 
artworks by Chinese female artists and in doing 
so, began to show and encourage development of 
the female visual language.  Xu Hong in her essay, 
Walking Out of the Abyss: My Feminist Critique, 
suggests women artists are “chastise[d]ⅰ with 
comments such as: ‘female painters don’t concern 
themselves with culture at large or society, they are 
only concerned with the trivialities that surround 
them and personal emotions’” .  While studying in 
Guangzhou, did you feel this was the case?  If so, 
how did such an environment impact upon your art 
production?

Though men and women share the world almost 
equally, men have usually made a greater impact. 
But the art world does not distinguish between the 
sexes. If art is good and who holds the paintbrush or 
sculpting tools or camera is irrelevant. Good art will 
always be good art because of what it is.
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[ Manchurian Snow Walk ’Completed’ ] 1979
digital print from original black and white negitives, edition 1/3
61x 80cm
images courtesy of Anna Schwartz Gallery and the Artist

[ Manchurian Snow Walk ] 1979, digital print from original black and white negitives, edition 1/3, 21x 258cm each
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What were the reasons behind your immigration to 
Australia from Hong Kong in 1967 at the age of 11?

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution was in full 
swing in China, and Hong Kong, then a British Colony 
was also affected. The riots starting in San Po Kong by 
industrial unions, and for very good, anti-colonial reasons 
- but there was tremendous danger with violence and 
homemade bombs placed in many public spaces, such as 
tram stops...my mother was an early female participant in 
Hong Kong politics and governance, and it was felt unsafe 
for her children to remain in the colony. So I was sent to 
boarding school in Sydney by myself.

What do you remember your first impressions were as 
a child when you arrived in a foreign culture?

In regards to the physical environment, I remembered 
the lack of density, but the relentless generic regularity of 
suburbia, which seemed to have been exasperated by the 
bright sunlight, flatness and silence. I also remembered the 
kindness towards but othering of the Chinese by the locals. 
The locals seemed to conform to a certain ethos I did not 
understand, that is, a tremendous lack of understanding 
of difference. Mercifully a year later I encountered some 
hippies in Sydney, and the musical Hair was in.

Do you think being such a young age made the 
migration easier or harder for you, and in what ways? 

The migration did not make what the government wanted at 
that time, that is, assimilation, any easier a task or duty for 
me. Australia had just come out of the White Australia Policy 
the year before. Also I never felt I had migrated to anywhere, 
as I had no idea that I was to stay in Australia the day after 
tomorrow. I was ‘an overseas student’ for many years. It 
forced me to ask formative philosophical questions, and 
answer them very differently if I had grown up in Hong Kong 
-  that is, I could not be complacent and assume values to 
be natural - what I felt comfortable with philosophically was 
really very fundamental values of being human, existential 
rights, the right to be a human being - all cultural values 
seemed to me created, I suspect I understood the notion of 
ideology very early, by circumstance. 
 
You later read philosophy at The University of Sydney 
during the 1970s at the same time The Great Proletarian 
Cultural Revolution in China was taking place.  It’s hard 
to imagine two more conflicting societies existing at 
the same time.  Would you say this tension in some 
way fuelled you to become an artist?
 
There is one great advantage in being in any diaspora 
or being bi-cultural - you feel the necessity to work out 
where you stand, where you are at, and to accept many 
laughable contradictions, enlightening paradoxes that 
two cultures create when they meet. You could never feel 
a belonging to the land, be natural, and be a medium to 
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the culture defined there - like some art historians would 
want us believe expressionist artists possess, as a dumb 
privilege. I was angry because of the abandonment, by 
my family and by my place of origin. Artistic practice, 
particularly late modernist conceptualism allowed me 
to represent and uphold a difference to societal givens, 
I was also working at that time with a punk band, The 
Slug Fuckers in Sydney. Meeting some older conceptual 
artists in the late 70s confirmed to me, at least then, 
that there was sufficient rigour in their artistic practice 
to sustain intellectual-cultural enquiry. For example I 
shared a common discovery with Imants Tillers and that 
was the writer Paul Feyerabend, who popularised the 
idea of pluralism and an anarchistic theory of knowledge 
– Feyerabend had this idea which is anti the chauvinism 
of science (let alone technology) and allowed the idea of 
artistic practice to play a part in knowledge acquisition. To 
work with this idea and pluralism in artistic practice was 
the reason I began working in artistic practice.
 
Prior to moving to painting in 1983, your work was 
largely conceptual and performative, both prominent 
movements in the Western world during the 1960s and 
1970s.  What then prompted you to return to China to 
create these early conceptual works?
 
It was all I had. My time in China was almost totally by 
chance. In 1979, my father wrote to me and said he 
wanted to send me to Manchuria, no reasons, that was it. 
It was -30 degrees! I wanted to do some work with poor 
means, I had a pocket Olympus camera to document the 
ephemeral activities and that was it. I was also interested 
in this idea of doing works that the state had no idea what 
it was, let alone thinking it was art, perhaps until much 
later. In late Western Modernism, I was investigating ways 
of working that some artists were dealing with, such as 
the conceptual-performative walking works of Richard 
Long and Hamish Fulton, and the serial photography of 
Jan Dibbets -  a re-thinking of their processes seemed 
appropriate for that condition in China for me.

Your work seems to traverse cultural and geographical 
boundaries. Can you briefly explain the significance of 
referencing the geography of a particular landscape in 
your work?

For many years now, I have admired the poetry of Kenneth 
White. White invented this movement called Geopoetics, where 
writing goes deeply into the intellectual traditions of many 
cultures, depending on where his/anybody’s wanderings take 
them to in the world. It’s a tremendously impressive challenge 
in world empathetic thinking, and tackles difference head on, 
more so than great poets like Charles Olson. White’s approach 
is like a pilgrimage, and I like this idea, and have certainly made 
pilgrimages and works, especially in the years 1981-3. And 

being in the Chinese diaspora, it’s hard to ever get away from 
the wandering landscape poems of Li Po, Wang Wei, and Tu Fu. 

The Chinese Diaspora (and those of other cultures) and 
its related issues such as loss, memory and renewal 
has often been a subject matter of your work.  How 
do you personally go about keeping a connection with 
your Chinese heritage?  And how important to you is it 
to pass this on to your children?
 
In Hong Kong, they use to fire a noon day gun, it’s a thing 
the locals couldn’t care much for anymore, yet today in 
Melbourne I can still hear it. That’s melancholia. As far as 
a Chinese heritage, it stretches from Lhasa to Shiquanhe 
to Kaifeng, let alone the diaspora around the world, its all 
different! My family is from Southern China, Zhongshan 
province, the birth place of Sun Yatsen, people say if he 
did not die so young, the national dialect of China may 
have been Cantonese (maybe mixed in with a bit of 
Hawaiian jive). Right now, there are many issues children 
need to be mindful of for their own future, far greater than 
a cultural heritage - like how not to become a financialized 
barbarian, or finding a good ecological attitude for the 
world, and all these, there are many lessons to be found 
from the Chinese tradition and her history of ideas. In 
ecology for example, the Confucian ecology of Korakuen 
park in Tokyo is a good place to start.

Can you comment on your photography series 
included in the exhibition, Chinese Australia?
 
In 1979, I found a virgin snow forest in Chengchun, 
Manchuria. Like any hot blooded male, the first inclination 
was to trample through it! Then I thought it was a good 
metaphor for the world as I saw it. So I picked a random 
spot, much like my origins from Hong Kong, a sort of 
cultural nowhere land. I started walking to the nearest 
tree, took a photo, and retracing the path back. Then I 
would walk to another tree and do the same, and so on. 
Walking to another tree was like journeys to/learning 
from new places in the world, and the more I walked to 
more trees, this insignificant, chance like spot that was 
my origin became more significant. And the nicest thing 
I remembered on leaving this event was – that when the 
snow melts, the paths and the spot will be all gone, totally 
insignificant – the majesty of nature will take over again! 
That event was very close to showing the infinity of the 
present, and indeed I am very thankful to the world that, 
like a dream, there was this forest-presentation.

Where is home?

For me home is anywhere where people care, wonder and 
hope.
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[ Stealing Bamboo Shoots ] 2011
bronze

50cm diameter (17 pieces)
image courtesy of Sutton Gallery and the Artist
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What is your ancestry? 

Both my parents and my two older brothers were born in 
Guangzhou in China. My younger sister and I were born 
in Brisbane.

Was there a Chinese cultural influence in your 
upbringing or much mention of this ancestry? Why do 
you think this is?

Yes and no. I grew up during the days of the  White 
Australia Policy which meant there was shame attached 
to being non-Anglosaxon so my parents thought it best 
and safest to assimilate, as best as possible, into White 
culture. They didn’t really tell us much about China.  I also 
think my parents didn’t want to talk about their past as 
it was too painful.  They left China just after World War 
II when China was very impoverished and the Chinese 
Revolution was about to explode.  After all they had been 
through, Australia was a chance for a new beginning.  
Growing up I was aware of being ‘Chinese’ but did not 
really understand what that meant.  I still don’t know what 
being ‘Chinese’ means but I do know nonetheless that I 
am.

Having spent most of your life in Australia, how do 
you view your Chinese heritage?

I think Jung said, ‘everything repressed returns as fate’. 
Growing up, the prevailing attitude was that it was a 
‘kindness’ to not mention that I was ‘Chinese’. The two 
types of experience I remember most vividly were that 
I was regarded either as an ‘honorary White’ ( not one 
of them but one of us ) or the seeming opposite......I 
was a Chinaman and therefore something to be 
despised. Both attitudes allowed no space to accept, 
let alone explore what I was. A very subtle form of self 
hatred develops because both attitudes imply there is 
something fundamentally wrong with you.  Ideas of loss 
and redemption became very insistent. Understanding 
my Chinese heritage has become very important.

Are you ever informed by Chinese art practice?  If so, 
in what way and why is this important?

That’s a complex question. I didn’t study anything 
formally but from the very beginning I had an intuitive 
need to understand essence, impermanence......things 
in existence which are fugitive and ungraspable. This is 
why I am very drawn to ancient Chinese philosophies like 
Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism and Taoism.

Your Zen Buddhist practice provides a foundation 
from which you approach your life and often further 
explore through your art.  When did you come to 
Buddhism? 

20 years ago.  It was a sudden and overwhelming need. 
I remember the first time I sat on a meditation cushion 
at the Sydney Zen Center there was a powerful sense of 
‘coming home’. Basically I haven’t been off that cushion 
since then.

Your previous artwork was concerned with an in-
depth exploration of your generations of ancestors 
to discover your background and perhaps, ultimately, 
your placement of self within this.  Recently, your 
bronze works draw from the Buddhist practice of 
‘flung ink’ whereby the monk after his meditations 
flings ink from a container creating marks that are 
shaped by the conditions of the universe at that very 
moment.  There is a surrendering of the self to the 
elemental forces.  Is this indicative of a shift within 
you personally?

Yes I think you are right here.  My question remains 
the same: what is this that exists? (What am I?)  When 
you meditate for long enough, often enough there are 
experiences where the boundaries between inside and 
outside, this body and the world, dissolve. You realize 
that whatever you have regarded as ‘self’ and cosmos 
a inextricably linked, fabric to one another.  The change 
in the materials of my work are very indicative how I 
understand this.

Why did you choose to work with bronze and not the 
traditional ink, in this instance?

I have used ink and hot wax previously.  Because my 
work has become more elemental using molten bronze 
seemed like a logical extension -the fire element is evoked 
more directly. All the bronze works evoke fire which is a 
very strong image in Buddhism....the fire of being, the fire 
of delusion etc.

Where is home?

Wherever I hang my hat, as the song goes. Home is the 
place of dwelling thoroughly. In the Zen sense each moment 
is the only place possible  to dwell in. ‘This’ moment is 
essentially the only reality you ever really have so being at 
home is being exactly where you, who and what you are. 
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[ Pose ] 2010
oil on linen
91x 224cm (diptych)
image courtesy of Lindberg Galleries and the Artist
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and now viewing Australia as a Chinese-Australian, 
the national society and politics can be affected by 
powerful interest groups and authorities, and this 
becomes an issue with the public.

In what ways, technically and thematically, has 
coming to a Western culture informed your art 
practice?

Technically, my art practice now uses a wide range 
of media, such as paintings, photographs, videos, 
sculpture and installations. My works focus on 
society, politics, religion, sex, violence, culture, history, 
civilisation and environment.

You were a teacher in China at Ji Nan Craft Arts 
College and also in Shan Dong Arts College for 18 
years.  Has your teaching changed since being in 
Australia and if so, in what manner?

Yes – my teaching method has changed after coming to 
Australia. I think it is better to guide the students according 
to their individual interest, and to study art with a wider vision.

Chinese art is rich in symbolism and you equally 

You immigrated to Australia from China in 2003.  
What was your motivation for making such a life 
changing move?

Beautiful natural scenery
The tolerance of democratic society

What were your first impressions when you arrived 
into a foreign culture and socio-political environment 
so different from the one you grew up in?

My first impressions - the Australian media were 
comparatively transparent and socio-political views 
had more freedom.

After being here for over 9 years now and actively 
engaged in Australian culture, how has your 
perception altered since your first impressions 
back in 2003?

When I first came to Australia, I view the Australian 
culture as an outsider. After 9 years of living in Australia 
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the carrier of fashion, such as clothing. Furthermore, 
the ancient Chinese lady themed paintings and the 
paintings of nudes since the Renaissance in the West 
are based on women. On one level the paintings of 
women were the symbols of beauty and virtue, on 
another level is the male-centred society which formed 
by the cultural history. In my paintings the images of 
women have meanings of irony.

Can you comment on your painting included in the 
exhibition, Chinese Australia?

As a Chinese-Australian and standing in-between the 
cultures of two different societies, I want to review the 
social culture formed by social reality, so that I can 
clearly see my position as an individual.

Where is home?

Australia and China

apply signifiers synonymous with Chinese and 
Western culture in your paintings, such as the 
“lotus shoes” for bound feet and the Coca-cola 
script.  Why is it important to re-contextualise these 
signifiers?

In the past, Chinese art was developing in a relatively 
closed culture, such as the lotus shoes - depicted 
the hobbies of the rulers and upper class, which 
had spread to the public. Coca-Cola represents the 
Western public culture, which illustrates the domination 
in consumerism and in socio-politics. On one hand the 
traditional Chinese culture and feudal system control 
people and their minds, and on the other hand the 
Western consumerism uses materials to lure the public 
which have an effect of controlling the consumer 
concept. Both of these two situations reflect on the 
popular culture created in different cultural background 
and different periods of time.

Can you tell me why you favour the image of women 
in your recent paintings? 

Comparatively women are more sensible; they pursue 
fashion, therefore women are easily understood as 
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[ Tom ] 2009
pigment print, edition 5
66x60cm (Detail)
image courtesy of Dianne Tanzer Gallery + Projects
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What is your ancestry?

I was born in Sydney and identify as Australian. My 
father migrated from China and my mother from Hong 
Kong when they were both very young.

Was there a Chinese cultural influence in your 
upbringing or much mention of this ancestry? Why 
do you think this is?

There was a strong experience of Chinese culture in my 
house that co-existed with a unique blend of Aussie 
culture. Growing up, I observed my Grandmother’s 
practice of Buddhism and Confucianism, her rituals of 
ancestor worship, incense burning, bustling Chinese 
New Years celebrations, and red money pockets 
on special occasions. My mother and father have a 
deep love and respect for food, which they passed 
on to their children, and exceptional abilities to cook 
both traditional Chinese food and Western dishes. My 
siblings and I also enjoyed family barbecues, loved 
swimming at the beach, and much more. My upbringing 
was a hybridised and multi-generational experience of 
Chinese-Australian culture.

Having spent most of your life in Australia, how do 
you view your Chinese heritage?

As a young person who was born here in Australia 
and growing up with my Chinese heritage, I used to 
feel that my body occupied a space between two 
distinct cultural identities -  I possessed a sense of 
living in-between two cultures. When I spoke, I felt 
that my voice, with its Australian drawl, was the voice 
of another person coming out of a body that did not 
belong to me. It was only in hindsight that I realised 
the deep affect, like an inexorable rip-tide in the ocean, 
of Australia’s post-colonial and racist tendencies on 
myself and other young people of colour who are 
born and raised in this country. More recently I am 
excited to see a shift in the way young people of colour 
now empower themselves, and the way their cultural 
heritage informs their contributions to discussions of 
contemporary Australian culture.

Are you ever informed by Chinese art practice?  If 
so, in what way and why is this important?

I am fascinated by Chinese contemporary art and its 
synthesis of Western art modalities. I admire its super 
contemporary aesthetic, which maintains its own 
distinct voice, perspective and power of expression for 
contemporary human experience. When I was at art 
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school, I was highly influenced by the early endurance 
performance works of Zhang Huan, and was also 
interested in the photographic work of Cao Fei.
I’ve had the opportunity to exhibit my work alongside 
contemporary Chinese artists including Song Dong, 
Shen Shaomin, and Wang Jianwei, in exhibitions such 
as in Asian Traffic, Soft Power and Asian Attitudes: 
Transit Forces, all exhibitions curated by Binghui 
Huangfu at spaces including the Today Art Museum, 
Beijing, Zendai Museum of Modern Art, Shanghai, 
and the OCAT Contemporary Art Terminal, Shenzhen. 
I find Chinese contemporary art’s ability to constantly 
reinvent and transform itself inspiring.

In your photograph Tom, which depicts Tom Cho 
the author of Look who’s Morphing, the subject is 
styled as a rockabilly and expresses a provocative 
gaze towards the viewer while a pink fluid oozes 
from a cut on his face. In fact I think it can be said 
that many of your artworks are quite confronting.  
Do you intentionally construct them this way and 
what is the importance of doing so?

I am interested in ideas of beauty and confrontation, to 
both seduce and awaken a viewer from complacency. 
I like to create works that are beautiful in form, but also 
to include elements that disrupt normative readings 
of bodies. The wounds, cuts, alien eyes, and abject 
fluids, make visible forces that are often invisible. 
There is an intention to visualise and disrupt the social 
and cultural forces that play out across our bodies. 
Confrontation is a tool that jolts the viewer from a 
position of complacency, to bring one’s awareness to 
the active forces beneath the surface.

The corporeal, the skin as a permeable membrane, 
and fluids feature heavily in your practice 
coalescing to create an almost science-fictional 
sense of transformation of the individuals.    Are you 
referring to the transformation of the physical or 
the personal identity, and why does transformation 
play a significant role in your work?

Transformation of the body, a physical structure, is used 
to indicate a transformation of the identities within, the 
metaphysical structures. Rather than a fixed identity, I 
feel the works gesture towards plural identities that are 
in constant flux. Transformation fascinates me for its 
ability to shift one’s perspective. It allows us to imagine 
who we are, and who we might become in the future.

Technically your photographic portraits appear 
highly stylised like the subject is digitally 
superimposed onto a background of vivid 
contrasting colour.  Can you elaborate on this 

choice to take a real subject and project them into 
a seemingly virtual world?

Colours are important to me for their metaphorical 
valency. In earlier work, I used an all-encompassing, 
claustrophobic whiteness around the subject. At the 
time, I was interested in post-colonial narratives of 
Whiteness and its affect on a subject within culture. 
In my work, the honey and milk that leaks out of a 
body, or is ingested into a body, alludes to essentialist 
notions of racialised colour. In later works, such as 
Tom I used a vivid green screen to indicate the endless 
possibilities for transformation, illusion and reality.

Can you comment on your photograph included in 
the exhibition, Chinese Australia?

Tom, a close friend of mine, asked if I would produce 
a cover for his book Look Who’s Morphing, which is a 
collection of funny and playful short fictions in which 
the protagonist and his extended family experience 
a series of transformations through characters from 
popular culture. Through conversations with Tom, 
and after reading an early draft of the book, I decided 
to photograph him as a contemporary rockabilly, 
but wanted to allude to notions of mutability and 
transformation. I wanted to create a portrait of Tom the 
author, but also that of Tom, who may or may not be 
one of the many shape-shifting characters in the book. 
The image itself is playful, cocky, and suggestive of the 
multitude of fictions between the covers of the book. 
The photographic artwork of Tom included in Chinese 
Australia is also one of my works that I am most proud 
of as a self-contained, complete artwork.

Where is home?

I travel often for exhibition projects and residencies 
overseas, but I call both Melbourne and Sydney my 
homes. There is nothing else like diving into the ocean 
under a burning sun and the vast blue skies of Australia
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2 Channel Video, 10.14 mins loop,
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What were the reasons behind your immigration to 
Australia from Hong Kong in 2003?

I really wanted to have some quiet time to get to know 
my inner self, who I am. I needed some room to further 
develop my potential; studying fine art, being in my art 
practice, getting in touch with my inner self a bit more. 

What were your first impressions when you 
arrived into a foreign culture and socio-political 
environment?

It was the first time I identifies myself as an Asian. I grew 
up in HK which used to be a British Colony. I studied 
in Catholic school. I thought I am quite Westernised. 
However, once I moved to Australian, I started to realise 
that my Asian culture impacted my value and style of 
living. 

After being here for over 9 years now and actively 
engaged in Australian culture, would you say your 
perception has altered since your first impressions 
back in 2003?

Better to say I start to gradually assimilate with 
Australian culture. I reckon I chose to move to this 
Australian I should take the responsibility to make 
myself to feel like it is my home. However, I spend most 
of my life in HK, that culture and style of living rooted in 
my body and very difficult to change. Sometimes, I still 
feel I am not belonging to here psychologically.  

In what ways, technically and thematically, has 
coming to a Western culture informed your art 
practice?

The way of thinking, especially in the fine art scope, it 
really liberate my creativity and way of thinking.

Can you comment on how the presence of two 
cultures, East and West (in both Hong Kong, once 
under British governance, and then also migrating 
to Australia), has created a sense of acknowledged 
cultural dislocation in your own life and how you 
address this through your art practice?

The investigation of nostalgia and feelings of loss 
originated from the experience of dislocation and 
displacement as a result of leaving Hong Kong for 
Australia. Although I have been living in Australia for 
more than 9 years, I do not feel I belong to this place. 
Psychologically I am still attached to my past - the 
places I identify with when I was a child in Hong Kong. I 
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am in a constant state of interchange between this past 
and present, and between these spaces. The dialogue 
of past and present has complicated my adjustment 
to all these changes. This destabilising process has 
been enormously energizing and become a necessary 
condition for self-examination. 
 
Funny thing is I don’t feel like I belong to HK neither. 
Moving from one country to another country eventually 
created a feeling of displacement and feeling of 
belonging to nowhere. Every time I go back to HK, I 
realised it is not my place anymore, I don’t think I can 
live here again. The 9 years experience in Australia have 
transformed my way of thinking especially in regards 
to “the meaning of life” or “what life is supposed to 
be”.  That sense of cultural dislocation became an 
energy for me to seek for a psychological space that 
I belonged to, that is my childhood or my past. That is 
the reason my art practice is always dealing with loss 
and disappearance.

Your works are expressions of your personal 
experience and convey the psychological aspect of 
this.  Why do you think it is important for others to 
have access to this side of your experience?

As a displaced person I am caught between two 
worlds, two cultures. I participate in more than one 
code of belonging and thus inhabit different imaginary 
geographies. I am no longer rooted in one single 
original homeland. The sense of being in between is 
continually improvised as I move through time and 
space. It constitutes an uneasiness and disjuncture. 
Eventually, I become a stranger in both the place I 
come from (Hong Kong) and the place I choose to live 
in currently (Melbourne). I believe it is common feelings 
for those who move to a country with a foreign culture.

Your title, Memento Mori translates from Latin to 
English as the phrase “remember your mortality” or 
“remember you must die”.  The individual clay faces 
or masks in your video all submerge and dissolve, 
as the title suggests, but some do re-emerge.  Are 
you suggesting a possibility for renewal or rebirth 
in individual identity? 

In the Chinese Buddhism,  life is metaphor as a circle. 
There is no beginning or end. In that video, all the faces 
I cast from different cultural backgrounds. I just want to 
know if we remove the skin colour, do we still look the 
same? They do suggest a possibility of rebirth in an 
new identity or a fusion of multiple identities.

Can you briefly comment on your video work 
included in the exhibition, Chinese Australia?

I guess my video work addresses the identity issue that 
most of Chinese Australians are facing. 

Where is home?

These feelings of isolation and detachment direct me to 
revisit my childhood memory, which is a psychological 
space I feel I belong to, and aim to recreate in my 
artworks. The relationship with my childhood fantasy 
is similar to when we feel the drive to get away from 
home and live independently. Nevertheless, once we 
leave home, we find that our connection with ‘home’ 
reasserts itself with greater intensity. My definition of 
home is not confined to a physical environment, rather, 
it refers to a psychological space, a space that I have 
been longing for. The process of making art is a journey 
of reconstructing this particular psychological space 
that contains a sentiment of loss and fading childhood 
memories/fantasy which involves a strong feeling of 
grief.
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You immigrated to Australia from China in 1989.  
What was your motivation for making such a life 
changing move?

I wanted to study art.  

What were your first impressions when you arrived 
into a foreign culture and socio-political environment 
so different from the one you grew up in?

It was overwhelming as I didn’t speak English. I thought 
the country was beautiful and inspiring to paint. 

After being here for over 22 years now and actively 
engaged in Australian culture, how has your 
perception altered since your first impressions back 
in 1989?

It is more beautiful to me as I understand the culture 
more. 

In what ways, technically and thematically, has 
coming to a Western culture informed your art 
practice?

I have been educated at the University of South 
Australia and Masters of Fine Art and I look from a 
Western perspective in making art. I have learned that 
in Western practice you can have the freedom to do 
anything you want you want to do. 

Practiced for thousands of years in China, Kung 
Fu martial arts is an important Chinese discipline, 
philosophical and cultural practice that continues to 
spread globally; it has made its way into the mainstream 
Western culture promoted through its popularisation in 
Hollywood films.  For many Chinese living abroad, its 
practice is an umbilical cord with home and for many 
non-Chinese people especially children, it can be their 
first introduction into Chinese culture.  Growing up as a 
child in China, can you tell me what role Kung Fu played 
in your life and also what it represents to you now?
I watched a lot of Kung Fu on TV and this was the 
culture to me in the early 70’s and 80’s. Bruce Lee was 
a cultural star. I also practiced martial arts at this time 
and it was part of my culture and part of my life. Now 
it represents an important part of growing up and my 
cultural heritage. 

Although you trained in Australia as a painter, your 
Kung Fu painting series draws upon traditional 
Chinese painting techniques evident in the brush 

strokes and also the choice to paint on paper, not 
canvas.   They are a stylistic departure from your 
earlier portraiture works.  How come you decided to 
make these changes in your painting?

I wanted to back to these cultural origins and express 
these in my paintings. At the time of learning calligraphy 
and I was also learning Kung Fu, so it was a time where 
I worked out that I wanted to be an artist. 

Can you tell me how you apply Kung Fu theory when 
you paint these works?

The brushstrokes I use are very free and reflect that chi 
- fluid movement. They have a sense of calm when I 
paint them.   

Can you comment on your painting included in the 
exhibition, Chinese Australia?

My recent works reflect simplicity and a reflection of my 
cultural background. Kung Fu was such an important 
culture to me growing up, that I wanted to reflect this as 
a significant cultural time in my life. 

Where is home?

Home is where family is and it is in Australia. I have a 
wife and two children and they were born in Australia 
and we all love the Australian way of life.  
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What is your ancestry? 

I was born in London in 1978, the second of two children to 
Robin and Lilli Eley. Robin Eley snr was born in Australia, the 
son of second generation Australian parents, with German 
and Scottish heritage. In 1965 he immigrated to London 
to work as an accountant. Lilli Lu was born in Shanghai to 
Chinese parents who would soon move the family to Hong 
Kong and then Taiwan. In 1970 she immigrated to London 
where she worked in the same office as my father. They 
married in 1972  and in 1976 Lilli gave birth to my sister, 
Marisa Eley. In 1982 we moved back to Australia.

Was there a Chinese cultural influence in your 
upbringing or much mention of this lineage? Why 
do you think this is?

In the early years, after moving to Australia, we would 
attend various Chinese society functions, such as 
picnics and barbeques. For a while we even tried to 
learn Mandarin. But as we assimilated into Australian 
culture we began to drift away from our Chinese 
heritage. I’m not sure whether Mum consciously 
relinquished her hold on her culture or whether she 
too was just becoming an Aussie, but the effect was 
the same. Every so often Mum’s relatives would visit 
from overseas. But having themselves moved to either 
the US or the UK, they too had become noticeably 
westernised. 

Having spent most of your life in Australia, how do 
you view your Chinese heritage?

Growing up as a child of an interracial marriage I 
embraced my heritage with a naïve sense of pride. It was 
the thing that made me stand out, that made me special. 
As I grew older, I found other ways to distinguish myself 
and my heritage began to fade in importance. As a 
result, I think I grew to perceive my Chinese heritage as 
something I, and everyone else, just naturally grew away 
from. Now that I am married and considering a family of 
my own, I find myself circling back around to once again 
consider the importance of heritage, it’s affects on me 
and how it may one day affect my children.

Are you ever informed by Chinese art practice?  If 
so, in what way and why is this important?

It’s ironic that while I have never been directly 
influenced by Chinese art practice, the primary reason 
I am able to be an artist is due to the influence of my 
Chinese mother. An extremely talented artist in her 
own right, Mum’s unquestioning support of my artistic 
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pursuit can in part be attributed to the lack of artistic 
opportunities she had in her youth.

You’ve previously painted self-portraits.  What 
compels you to place yourself as the subject?

For me, self-portraits serve as checkpoints on the road 
of my artistic development. It is no coincidence that the 
compulsion to paint a self-portrait arises after a period 
of significant growth. It’s a way of taking inventory, 
galvanising that which I have learned and prescribing 
a path for the future. In this sense, it is a self-effacing 
exercise that affords me distance and perspective 
while also demanding I move beyond that which I have 
already learned. 

In your blog, you write of the artist “first turning 
inwards” to find “their authentic soul” in order to 
better their work.  You then identify this is a process 
you are currently undergoing by “brushing away the 
dirt with an archaeologist’s care”. In this respect 
what is “the dirt”? And do you think your lineage 
will play a part of your discovery?

To explain what the dirt is, it is perhaps best to first 
explain what it is not. 

I define the authentic soul as the perfect union of 
artist, concept and technique whereby the work and 
process of the artist is at once fused to the very core 
of who he is, yet possesses a breadth and relevance 
able to transcend subjectivity. I am conscious that it is 
something I will never fully realise, but it is this artistic 
nirvana that beckons me forward. The dirt can therefore 
be seen as anything that impedes this journey. Exactly 
what it is cannot be defined until I have brushed it 
aside, as it comes as a function of the artistic choices 
I make everyday, choices as significant as the theme 
for an entire show or as minor as the direction of a 
brushstroke. 

While I don’t necessarily see my heritage being 
influential in the process, I do see it is as part of the 
revelation. In my efforts to learn more of who I am, I 
cannot help but develop an interest in where I came 
from.

Can you elaborate on your deviation from a 
conventional painting to include cultural texts 
within this artwork for the first time and why you 
selected these particular texts?

There is no doubt that a painting, if well considered and 
executed, can say enough. In this instance however, I 
needed to expand the concept. I wanted to challenge 

the viewers’ interaction with my painting, interrupt 
the experience by deconstructing the portrait into 
13 smaller composition, 10 of which are hardcover 
books bound in Belgian linen. Each book, aside from 
the Chinese/English pocket dictionary, have all been 
specifically selected for their significance to either 
Chinese or Australian culture. Some are works that I 
have previously studied (Riders in the Chariot, Poetry of 
Wilfred Owen), others I have yet to read (The Art of War). 
In this, the books serve a dual purpose of reflecting my 
admiration for the written word, whilst conveying the 
vast amount of knowledge I have yet to uncover about 
both my Chinese and Australian heritage.

Can you comment on your artwork included in the 
exhibition, Chinese Australia?

“Bibliography” is a self-portrait painted on a geometrical 
arrangement of 13 different shapes, 10 of which are 
hardcover books, custom bound in Belgian linen. Each 
book has been carefully selected for its significance to 
either Australian or Chinese culture and is presented in 
its entirety. The 10 books I have chosen (in order from 
left to right, top to bottom) are:

Banjo Patterson, A Literary Heritage, Banjo Patterson
For the Term of His Natural Life, Marcus Clarke
The Selected Poems, Shu Ting
The Poems of Wilfred Owen, Wilfred Owen
Continental’s Concise English Chinese Dictionary
Quotations from Confucius, Confucius
The Art of War, Sun Tzu
Riders in the Chariot, Patrick White
Dream of Red Mansions, Cao Xueqin
The Thorn Birds, Colleen McCullough

Where is home?

I have three. First and foremost, Adelaide is my home. 
It is where I was raised and where I live with my wife. 
Second, I would consider Santa Barbara in California 
to be a home of sorts. It was where I attended college 
and lived for five years. Lastly, Stockholm, Sweden 
is a place where I feel at home. It is where my sister 
and brother in law live with their son Louie. And while 
these three places couldn’t really be further apart 
geographically, they each share the same defining 
characteristic, they are home to the people I love.  
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